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Reviewer's report:

Minor Essential Revisions:

Abstract
Lean body mass is abbreviated three times please correct

Introduction
page 4: Please provide reference year for Hilmer et al. ...
Please correct Heitmann and Jamahastian to Heitmann and Janmahasatian

Methods
Please try to avoid too many abbreviations
page 7: What does DC stand for? or do you mean VC instead?

Results
page 10: What does DC stand for?
page 11: please correct Durenberg to Deurenberg

Discussion
page 13 line 1: omit the abbreviation '(PEs)'
page 13 2nd paragraph: The authors state that the loss of subcutaneous tissue in older people may affect accuracy of skinfold measurement. How does the accumulation of adipose tissue under the fascia generalis affect accuracy? Please explain.
Please elaborate on why the majority of PEs overestimated LBM by DXA.

References
Please provide year of publication for reference 1,2,5,7

Table 1
Please omit abbreviation '(VC)' from title
Provide statistical significance level for Concordence R

Table 2,3,4
Please add CI, SD, R to table captions
Please omit VC from caption
Please correct DEXA to DXA
Please write DXA in underscript when used in conjunction with LBM. Please also do the same for PE1, PE2, PE3, PE4
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